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Experience the Service of ArcSYS

Commitment to Quality
Quality is defined by experience, commitment and service
Experience is no small matter. ArcSYS customers aren’t waiting around for a problem to
arise. They are confident that their software is properly configured and maintained for
optimal performance.
“ArcSYS forward thinking experience allows me to get over putting out the
typical fires.” Cheris Craig – Atlanta Women’s Clinic
“Our issues never become problems. We contact ArcSYS and the issue gets
resolved immediately.” Vicky Lyon – Bear Creek Pediatrics
The experienced ArcSYS team has been committed to delivering the most efficient
software solutions and the most personalized customer support in the medical
management industry.
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RedPlanet Practice Billing



RedPlanet Appointment

Comprehensive integrated practice management solutions

Scheduling

AR Billing

RedPlanet Patient and Insurance

Red Planet’s AR Billing makes the task of managing A/R simple and efficient. Whether

Collections

solutions to complex tasks. The A/R system can be used as a standalone module or can be
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Interchange



RedPlanet Patient Recall and
Reminders



RedPlanet Document Imaging

managing multiple AR’s or easily report on daily batch totals, Red Planet delivers a simple
integrated with the state of the art EMR system.

Claims Processing
Red Planet offers the most advanced solutions in claims management. Red Planet will
automatically detect errors prior to printing or submitting claims electronically. Red Planet
efficiently tracks secondary and tertiary claims upon remittance. With Red Planet, there is
no limit to the number of insurance combinations a patient may have. There is no need to
review charts in an effort to locate old insurance information. You can even track future
policy changes and store them based upon an effective date.

Appointment Scheduling
Customize calendar options and electronically navigate and manage patient and provider
schedules at multiple locations with options to view daily, weekly or monthly.

Collections
Allow the system to automatically prompt you for pre-determined actions regarding both
insurance and patient collection activity.

Patient Recall
Track patient treatment and protocol and then generate patient reminders via email, text,

RedPlanet Patient Demographic Screen
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or phone.

CERTIFIED FOR MEANINGFUL USE
“The need to leverage information
technology in the healthcare industry is
huge – as the quality of care and
efficiency benefits that come with
computerization can really make a
difference in the overall patient
experience. We’re ready to help
transform the industry by providing the
sophisticated software testing services
that ensure that vendors and hospitals
are offering systems that are capable of
meeting the meaningful use standards
required to obtain incentive funds as
well as the rich functionality required to
move the clinical care needle forward,”
says Rik Drummond, CEO of the
Drummond Group. “We have been
testing software for more than a decade
and are ready to leverage our extensive
experience handling sophisticated
systems in complex industries as well as
dealing with complicated technical
issues such as interoperability and
security.”

RedPlanet Electronic Medical Records
Red Planet EMR is carefully designed to improve the quality of clinical care, reduce clinical
risk and ultimately reduce the cost of care. As with all ArcSYS applications, Red Planet is
scalable for virtually any size clinic. Red Planet is replete with numerous user defined
preferences that allow complete and comprehensive access to critical data.
Red Planet EMR integrates fully with the patient accounting and scheduling applications
allowing the clinician to access vital insurance verification information as well as review
follow-up procedures from one simple screen.
Red Planet EMR allows providers to extend care beyond the clinic. Red Planet can
automatically generate follow-up documentation such as letters, prescriptions, and
patient education printouts. HL7 protocols allow for integration with hospitals, labs, and

Our Promise to you:

pharmacies.

The largest cost associated with an EHR
system is the of implementation,
including a loss of physician productivity.
Our goal at ArcSYS is ZERO loss in
physician productivity. Our applications
are designed around efficiencies in data
entry and data extraction. We won’t
stop until you are completely satisfied.

RedPlanet Electronic Medical Record – Patient Dashboard
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Premium Customer Service
Customers are our most important asset
We believe that true excellence in business is anchored by quality of
service. 98% of all ArcSYS service calls are resolved within 4 hours or less.
In addition to an intuitive application, our staff is made up of industry
professionals with a combined experience of over 100 years. We have a
passion for providing the very best in customer service.
Above all, we know how to listen to our customer needs. Our customers
are our most important asset.
We invite you to come and:

Experience the Service of ArcSYS

98% of all service calls
are resolved within
4 hours or less

“Treat your customers’ right -- first, because it is the right
thing to do in a civil society. Second, treat them right
because it is really smart business.”
– Kevin McCarthy
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1847 Sage Hollow Drive
Draper, UT 84020
Phone: (801) 571-4185
Fax:
(801) 838-1364
www.arcsysmed.com

Red Planet 2.0 has been certified for the following: 170.302 C-W, 170.304 A, CJ. Clinical quality measures include NQF0013, NQF0024, NQF0028,
NQF0038, NQF0041, NQF0059, NQF0061, NQF0064, NQF0421. Additional
software, TightVNC, may be required. The serial number of certification is
09262011-1332-5 and was issued by the Drummond Group on 9/26/2011.

